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The primary objective of this communication is to qualitatively describe charged wall
growth in channel flow. The reduction of channel flow cross-section is often attributed
to microscale suspensions and dissolved minerals which adhere to the flow boundaries
(walls). In this analysis, the wall is comprised of an electrically conductive material, capa-
ble of carrying a charge. The flowing fluid, containing ions, is also assumed to be capable of
carrying a charge. The resulting electrical field can be determined using Gauss’ law, which
allows the associated electrical force to be computed at the solid–fluid interface. This force
can impede or enhance the attachment of suspensions to the wall. Thus, there are two
effects that play a role at the charged solid–fluid interface/wall: (1) mechanical shear
due to the fluid flow and (2) an electrical force. It is the goal of this communication to
develop a relationship that characterizes both contributions and to ascertain how this rela-
tionship scales with wall growth.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction/motivation

In this work, the dominant flow characteristics associated with growth of scale on electrically charged walls are modeled
for a simple channel flow problem. The approach is to develop rate equations for the reduction of flow cross-sectional area as
a function of the wall shear stress and charge distribution. Classical models for fully developed laminar and turbulent flows
are employed. The strength of the applied electrical field is explicitly determined as a function of the flow radius and system
parameters. The model captures two main effects, namely, for increasing scale build-up (smaller flow radius), the wall
growth is limited by an accompanying rise in the fluid-induced wall shear stress, due to the more turbulent flow, while
for smaller scale build-up (larger flow radius), electric field effects dominate the wall growth.

For the purposes of this work, the exact electrochemistry mechanism is unimportant, since the effects will be described
phenomenologically.1 Regardless of the exact mechanism of effective growth, it is influenced by the intensity of the shear stress
near the wall. High shear stresses tend to impede material from adhering to the wall, while low shear stresses allow for rela-
tively more wall growth. Also, the strength of the electrical field at the solid–fluid interface/wall contributes to the rate of
growth. Consequently, there can be two competing effects (mechanical and electrical) controlling wall growth.

Electrical, galvanic-type, control of scale build-up has been widely used in industry for many years. However, another pos-
sible application of electrically-based control of growth is through lightly charging biological tissue, for example, to mitigate plaque
build-up in artery walls. In this case, the objective would be to determine the lowest level of charging which would impede
. All rights reserved.

harged, there will be an electric force between the charged channel wall and counterions and polarized
. The basic idea is that this electric force serves to deter (or increase) the build-up of scale within the
ve been pursued in the realm of corrosion and scale mitigation via electrochemical manipulation at the

of Waskaas and co-workers [13,18–21].
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Fig. 1. Flow through a channel with wall growth.
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detrimental growth and minimize electrically-induced tissue damage.2 Clearly, if implemented properly, in a minimally-invasive
manner, the electrochemistry at the artery wall can be controlled to mitigate plaque build-up, perhaps, for example, with the
application of a (topical) patch on the surface of critical regions in the neck, similar to widely used patch-based drug-delivery
systems.

2. Elementary qualitative models

Consider an idealized channel with a circular cross-section of (initial) area A0 with an interior radius R0 (Fig. 1). The objec-
tive is to describe the mechanism by which A0 changes, via a reduction in R0, due to wall growth caused by microscale depos-
its building up onto the channel’s interior surface. The interior channel (solid–fluid interface) radius, denoted Rsf , changes
over time ðRsf ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ R0Þ. Fully developed (incompressible) flow profiles, with constant overall flow rate ðQ0 ¼ v0A0 ¼R

A v dA ¼ QÞ, are assumed, with a velocity given by
2 Con
3 The
v ¼ vmax 1� r
Rsf

� �q� �
: ð2:1Þ
For fully developed laminar flow, q ¼ 2, while for increasing q one characterizes, phenomenologically, progressively tur-
bulent flow ðq P 2Þ. The shear stress is given by s ¼ l @v

@r . The value of the maximum profile velocity can be determined to be3
vmax ¼
Q 0ðqþ 2Þ

Aq
: ð2:2Þ
Therefore, shear stress at the wall, r ¼ Rsf , is given by
jsnwj ¼ l @v
@r

����
Rsf

�����
����� ¼ lQ oðqþ 2Þ

pR3
sf

�����
�����: ð2:3Þ
The tendency for material to adhere to the wall is controlled by the intensity of the shear stress near the wall. Higher
shear stresses reduce the likelihood of material adhering to the wall, while lower shear stresses increase the tendency of
material to adhere to the wall. Accordingly, we consider a growth law where the rate of growth is proportional to the dif-
ference between the shear stress near the wall and the critical ‘‘detachment” stress ðs�Þ, namely
_Rsf ¼ g jsnwj � s�ð Þ ¼ g
lQ oðqþ 2Þ

pR3
sf

� s�
 !

; ð2:4Þ
where g is a growth rate constant. As the velocity increases (increasing the shear stress), the microscale material in the fluid
is less likely to adhere. Thus, for increasing q (progressively tending toward turbulent behavior), there will be less growth
(less reduction in Rsf ). Therefore, we have no growth (or even negative growth) if
jsnwj ¼ lQ oðqþ 2Þ
pR3

sf

P s�: ð2:5Þ
The steady state value of Rsf can be determined by setting _Rsf ¼ 0, leaving
Rsf ðt ¼ 1Þ ¼
lQ oðqþ 2Þ

s�p

� �1
3

; ð2:6Þ
versely, in locations where one may want growth, for example in a calcium-depleted (bone) region, one could attempt to stimulate growth electrically.
overall flow rate is assumed constant, Q0 ¼ Q .
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which illustrates that, for fixed q, (I) increasing the detachment stress threshold ðs�Þ leads to more growth (reduction of Rsf ),
(II) increasing the flow rate ðQoÞ leads to less growth and (III) increasing viscosity ðlÞ leads to less growth. More generally, as
the radius of the channel changes, due to wall growth, the flow profile, characterized by q, will change. This is discussed next.

3. Velocity profile changes

The effect of a changing profile is described by representing q by a linear function of the centerline Reynolds’ number
ðRecÞ
q ¼ qðRsf Þ ¼ c1Rec þ c2; ð3:1Þ
where Rec ¼
qvmax2Rsf

l and c1 and c2 are constants. Models of this type, linking the profile exponent ðqÞ to the centerline Rey-
nolds’ number ðRecÞ, are quite well-established, for example, see Hinze [7]. Usually, 0 6 c1 � 1 and c2 � 2, and in the limit
we have, for c1 ¼ 0 and c2 ¼ 2, laminar flow. For the general case, combining Eq. (2.2) with Eq. (3.1) and the definition of the
centerline Reynolds’ number, we obtain a quadratic relationship for q,
q2 � ðkþ c2Þq� 2k ¼ 0; ð3:2Þ
where k ¼ 2c1Q0q
pRsf l

. This quadratic relationship can be solved in closed form for q to yield
qðRsf Þ ¼
1
2
ðkþ c2Þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkþ c2Þ2 þ 8k

q� �
: ð3:3Þ
Note that for laminar flow (c1 ¼ 0 and c2 ¼ 2) there are two roots to Eq. (3.3), q ¼ 2 and q ¼ 0. Clearly, the larger root is
the correct one.

4. Effects of charging/electrical effects

As before, the shear stress near the wall ðr ¼ Rsf Þ is given by snw ¼ l@v
@r jr¼Rsf

, however, let us now consider a contribution to
the growth from the electrical field
_Rsf ¼ g1 jsnwj � s�ð Þ þ electrical effects ¼def
FðRsf Þ: ð4:1Þ
4.1. Gauss’ law for the electric field

Gauss’ law provides a useful (conservation) relation between the charge contained within a volume V and the flux of the
electric field on a surface A enclosing a volume (cylindrical in the case under consideration)
Z

A
D � nda ¼

Z
V
Pdv ; ð4:2Þ
where D is the electric flux density and P is the charge distribution per unit volume. For a medium obeying a linear consti-
tutive relation, we have D ¼ � � E, where E is the electric field and � is the electric permittivity. We assume that the material is
isotropic, D ¼ �E, where � ¼ �r�o, �o ¼ 8:8542� 10�12 C2=Nm2 and �r is the relative electric permittivity.

4.2. Application to channel flow

For a given value of r (Fig. 2), we employ the integral form of Gauss’ law to obtain a z- and h-independent solution for the
electric flux, D ¼ Der (er is the radial unit vector)
Z

A
D � nda ¼ D2prL ¼

Z
V
Pdv ¼ 2pL

Z
R
PðrÞrdr ) D ¼ 1

r

Z
R
PðrÞrdr: ð4:3Þ
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Fig. 2. The charges in the pipe.
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For the idealization of a piecewise constant distribution of charge, we have the following (Fig. 2):

	 For 0 6 r 6 Rsf ,
D ¼ 1
r

Z r

0
PðrÞrdr ¼ Pf r

2
; ð4:4Þ

where Pf is the charge of the fluid.

	 For Rsf 6 r 6 Rpi,
D ¼ 1
r

Z r

0
PðrÞrdr ¼ 1

r

Z Rsf

0
PðrÞrdr þ

Z r

Rsf

PðrÞrdr

 !
¼ 1

2r
Psðr2 � R2

sf Þ þPf R
2
sf

� �
; ð4:5Þ

where Ps is the charge of the solid.
Note that since D ¼ Der , we have, assuming a linear, isotropic material, E ¼ Eer , where E ¼ D=�. Also, note that this solu-
tion trivially satisfies the necessary continuity conditions, namely, continuous normal components of D and continuous tan-
gential components of E.

4.3. Electrical growth

The electrical force per unit volume produced at the solid-side of the fluid–solid interface is given by �Ps jRsf
Eser , which

collapses to
�PsEs ¼ �Ps
Ds

2�s
¼ �PsPf

Rsf

2�s
; ð4:6Þ
where �s is the electric permittivity of the solid. If we consider electrical effects alone, we have exponential growth:
_Rsf ¼ g2PsPf
Rsf

2�s
) Rsf ðtÞ ¼ Rsf ðt ¼ 0Þeg2

Pf Pst

2�s ; ð4:7Þ
where the minus sign has been absorbed into g2. Clearly, for growth to occur, Pf and Ps must be of opposite sign. For the
combined effects, one has
_Rsf ¼FðRsf Þ ¼ g1 jsnwj � s�ð Þ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
mechanical effects

þg2PsPf
Rsf

2�s|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
electrical effects

: ð4:8Þ
4.4. Coupled growth

In order to determine which effect dominates, we form a non-dimensional expression
H ¼def g1 jsnwj � s�ð Þ
g2PsPf

Rsf

2�s

������
������: ð4:9Þ
If H < 1 then electrical effects dominate the growth, while if H > 1 then mechanical effects dominate the growth. The
relation in Eq. 4.9 is valid for laminar or turbulent flow. Explicitly, for turbulent flow, we have
H ¼def
g1 l Qoðqþ2Þ

pR3
sf
� s�

� �
g2PsPf

Rsf

2�s

��������

��������; ð4:10Þ
where q ¼ qðRsf ;Q 0;l;q; c1; c2Þ is given by Eq. (3.3). If we write Eq. (3.3) in the following form
qðRsf Þ ¼
1
2
ðkþ c2Þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkþ c2Þ2 þ 8k

q� �
¼ 1

2
ðKR�1

sf þ c2Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðKR�1

sf þ c2Þ2 þ 8KR�1
sf

q� �
; ð4:11Þ
where K ¼ 2c1Qoq
pl , we observe that
qðRsf Þ ¼
1
2
ðKR�1

sf þ c2Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðKR�1

sf þ c2Þ2 þ 8KR�1
sf

q� �
� K1R�p

sf þK2; ð4:12Þ
where 0 6 p 6 1, and K1 and K2 are constants that, in the general case, depend on c1, c2, Qo, q and l. Note that for laminar
flow (c1 ¼ 0 and c2 ¼ 2), K1 ¼ 0 and K2 ¼ 2. Utilizing Eq. (4.12), we make the following observations:
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	 Eq. (4.10) implies
4 Onc
the cros
profile.

5 Plaq
H / AR�ð4þpÞ
sf þ BR�4

sf � Cs�R�1
sf

��� ���; ð4:13Þ

where A ¼ 2g1lQo�sK1
pg2PsPf

, B ¼ 2g1lQo�sðK2þ2Þ
pg2PsPf

and C ¼ 2g1�s
g2PsPf

.

	 If we assume the special case of laminar flow
H / BR�4
sf � Cs�R�1

sf

��� ���; ð4:14Þ

where B ¼ 8g1lQo�s
pg2PsPf

and C remains unchanged.
	 If we assume, the special case of zero detachment stress, s� � 0, along with laminar flow assumption, a very clear trend
appears
H ¼def g18lQ o�s

g2pPfPsR
4
sf

�����
����� / 1

R4
sf

; ð4:15Þ

which asserts that at smaller radii, the mechanical effects will have a tendency to dominate the growth, while for lar-
ger radii, the electrical effects will dominate (Fig. 3).
More precise statements about H can only be made by numerically inserting specific parameters into Eq. (4.10).
Remark. We note that the steady state value of Rsf can be determined by setting _Rsf ¼ 0. This results in the following non-

linear equation for Rsf
g2PsPf
R4

sf

2�s
� g1s

�R3
sf þ g1

lQ oðqðRsf Þ þ 2Þ
p

¼ 0; ð4:16Þ
which can be solved via Newton’s method for the specific set of parameters chosen.

5. Closing remarks

The developed model illustrates two main effects, namely, for larger scale build up (smaller flow radius), the wall growth
is limited by the increase in wall shear stress, due to the more turbulent flow, and for smaller scale build-up (larger flow
radius), the effects associated with the electrical field will dominate wall growth.4 Such an analysis and model provide a use-
ful guide to designing and interpreting long-term experiments, which can take years. Additionally, the model can provide qual-
itative a-priori guidelines for computationally-intensive large-scale simulations. Generally, in industrial applications involving
galvanic protection, it is desirable to keep the degree of electrical intervention to a minimum in order to avoid severe electrical
shock and accidental combustion as well as to save power. As mentioned in the beginning of this work, such ideas can, in theory,
be applied to biological systems to mitigate, for example, plaque build-up in critical locations within the cardiovascular system.
The phenomena of plaque build-up is thought to be due to a relatively high concentration of microscale suspensions (low-den-
sity lipoprotein (LDL) particles) in blood.5 Atherosclerotic plaque formation involves: (I) adhesion of monocytes (essentially lar-
ger suspensions) to the endothelial surface, which is controlled by the adhesion molecules stimulated by the excess LDL, as well
e the growth slows, the cross-section narrows sufficiently to raise the fluid-induced shear stress to a level which exceeds the threshold value of s� . As
s-section narrows, the flow becomes relatively more turbulent, i.e. the Reynolds’ number increases as does the exponent q, leading to a more blunted

ues with high risk of rupture are termed vulnerable.
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as the oxygen content and the intensity of the blood flow, (II) penetration of the monocytes into the intima and subsequent
tissue inflammation and (III) rupture of the plaque, accompanied by some level of thrombus formation and possible subsequent
occlusive thrombosis. For surveys of plaque-related work, see Chyu and Shah [1], Davies et al. [2], Fuster [3], Libby [8–11], Loree
et al. [12], Richardson et al. [14], Shah [16] and van der Wal and Becker [17]. The mechanisms involved in the early part of
plaque formation (stage (I)), have not been extensively studied, although some qualitative studies have been carried out
recently in Zohdi [23] and Zohdi et al. [22], focusing on particle adhesion to artery walls. It is worthy to note that the mechanism
for biological attachment is quite involved, and the simple notion used in this paper of a deattachment stress threshold may be
inadequate. Therefore, models building upon results such as those found in the extensive works of Hermanowicz and co-work-
ers [4–6,15] may prove quite useful in this regard. This is a subject of current research by the author.
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